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An Angel in a Dark Place - Book 1
This first collection of the bestselling series created by MARC SILVESTRI, DAVID WOHL,
BRIAN HABERLIN, and MICHAEL TURNER equips streetwise cop Sara Pezzini with the
mysterious Witchblade, a weapon of prehistoric origin and untold power. As the artifact's
bearer, Sara goes toe to toe with a Machiavellian industrialist, supernatural serial killers, and
far worse, as the supernatural underworld of New York alters the course of her destiny forever.
Gorgeously rendered and painstakingly assembled as the first in a series of absolute collected
editions. Collects WITCHBLADE #1-19, THE DARKNESS #9 & 10, TALES OF THE
WITCHBLADE #1/2 & 3

House of Darkness House of Light
Travis Maurice Walker or otherwise known as Travis Grizzly is an American ex-Green Beret
sniper who fought in the Afghanistan war. The six-foot-five, three-hundred-pound soldier was
trained exceptionally well in hand-to-hand combat. In all his years he has never experienced
defeat, even in the most extreme circumstances. In short, Travis Walker was born to be the
perfect soldier-the perfect killing machine.On his final tour to Afghanistan, a week before
coming home, Travis was struck in the head by an enemy's sniper bullet; it left him clinging to
life. By miracle he survived, but would never be the same. Afterwards he moved to Lake City,
Colorado along with his beautiful wife to not only continue the healing process, but to start a
new life. With less than four hundred living souls in this historically rich city, it made for a
perfect secluded area to keep a man that was programmed to kill safely within his isolated
cage. No one knew they had a walking time bomb living next door until the day the cage was
left open. A record-breaking winter storm takes the city hostage, isolating the residents from
the rest of the world in a blizzard-like prison. A perfect mixture of adultery, mistrust, and murder
will unleash a terrible evil upon the city, hell-bent on wiping out an entire family, along with
anyone who dares get in the way. But another force, a seemingly darker one, will simply behell-bent.

Darkness Ad Infinitum
Caged in Darkness
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Emerging From Darkness trilogy Book 1 One thing I knew: I wasn’t that woman anymore. I
wouldn’t be her anymore. Three years after a bitter divorce, Jessica Winters isn’t sure she’s
ready—or capable—to move on. The thought of another relationship terrifies her, but things
quickly change when she meets the playfully witty and handsome sex therapist Matthew Moi.
At first, she tries to ignore him, but something in the way he levels his sultry gaze on her
awakens her soul. Secretly in love with Jessica, Matthew has been giving her the space she
needed to heal. Incapable of waiting any longer and eager to work his way into her broken
heart, he seizes an opportunity to have their paths cross. But when her painful past resurfaces,
revealing truths that threaten their future, Matthew must prove to Jessica that a shot at true
love is worth the risk. Seeking Love is the first book in the Emerging From Darkness trilogy,
and as such, is not intended to be a standalone. The trilogy reads as: Seeking Love, Seeking
Redemption, & Seeking Hope. Follow Jessica and Matthew’s captivating and steamy love
story from the beginning—start the trilogy today!

Complete Darkness
This first collection of the bestselling series created by MARC SILVESTRI, DAVID WOHL,
BRIAN HABERLIN, and MICHAEL TURNER equips streetwise cop Sara Pezzini with the
mysterious Witchblade, a weapon of prehistoric origin and untold power. As the artifact's
bearer, Sara goes toe to toe with a Machiavellian industrialist, supernatural serial killers, and
far worse, as the supernatural underworld of New York alters the course of her destiny forever.
Gorgeously rendered and painstakingly assembled as the first in a series of absolute collected
editions. When all eight volumes are collected, a special piece of cross-volume connecting
spine art by STJEPAN SEJIC will be revealed. Collects WITCHBLADE #1-19, THE
DARKNESS #9 and 10, TALES OF THE WITCHBLADE #1/2 and 3

The Ghost and the Darkness Volume 2
"All six original self-contained stories from The Darkness Levels #0-#5 are collected here"--P.
[4] of cover.

The Complete Darkness Vol. 1
Two gods are battling each other. During their constant struggle, entire worlds are created,
conquered and destroyed as each of them vies for dominance over the other. On one such
world, Pyrennia, an epic battle between good and evil is about to begin that could decide the
fate of not only the world, but the entire universe. An elven city attacked and burned by
mysterious forces with knowledge of ancient powers, a human city plagued by
disappearances, a malevolent tide of evil arising in the north. An epic quest to seek answers
and find the truth begins, but the truth is never what it seems. In this first volume of the epic
THE WAR OF THE GODS fantasy series, join Stephen Baroma, Guard Captain of Moshkar, as
he begins to unravel the strands of a terrifying threat to the city that could have far reaching
implications. Forced far from his comfort zone, he joins forces with a group of elves who are
also investigating the beckoning darkness. Thrust into dangerous situations against a foe more
powerful than any of them could imagine, they must work together and uncover the truth about
their common enemy.

Heart of Darkness
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Villipede Publications' first horror and dark speculative fiction anthology will tenderly caress
your amygdalae and viciously twist your imagination. With fifteen short stories and four poems
from both established and upcoming authors, this haunting collection will force readers to
reevaluate their thoughts on what darkness really is: something we're all born of yet perpetually
trying to flee; a malevolent force that desires our servitude or destruction-or something that
simply wishes to lock us in its cold, scaly, fathomless grip. Or perhaps, even, it's an asylum for
our jittery minds and confused hearts-a place of solace where humans may patiently inspect
their primal natures and desires . . . a place where the barriers between monster and man
begin to shift and break down. The authors' origins span the breadth of the globe: the UK,
Greece, Australia, Sweden, the US-and their stories are just as diverse. While the styles and
subject matter of the stories may differ greatly, what is consistent is the dedication each author
has harnessed to create unique fiction and scenarios of bewitching caliber. Holding Darkness
Ad Infinitum in your trembling hands, you may find yourself faced with a simple ultimatum: Do
you turn around and embrace the darkness of your own free will . . . or will it embrace you first?
Contents: LONGBOAT - Becky Regalado, IN THE WALLS - Adam Millard, LOVE GRUDGE Dot Wickliff, EARTH, RISEN - Pete Clark, SMUDGE - Jonathan Templar, THE HIGH PRIEST C. Deskin Rink, STEALING DARKNESS - Geoffrey H. Goodwin, THE WESTHOFF VERSION Patrick O'Neill, THE BURNING MAN - Tony Flynn, BLESS ME FATHER - Lisamarie Lamb, A
LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS - Lawrence Salani PILING UP - Kallirroe Agelopoulou, DOOR TO
INSANITY - Mathias Jansson, BRANNIGAN'S WINDOW - John Mc Caffrey, THE SONG THAT
CRAWLED - Adam S. House, HUNGRY AS THE WIND - Jonathan Moon, THE GOOD MAN David Dunwoody, THE UNDERTAKER'S MELANCHOLY - Sydney Leigh, THE TUNNEL
RECORD - J. Daniel Stone WITH ARTWORK FROM: Wednesday Wolf, David Shearer, Justin
Wheeler, Mark Thompson (Monstark Studios), Eric Ford, Dennis Anderson (Dennis A!), Luke
Spooner (Carrion House), Adam Domville, Stephen Cooney, and Matt Edginton.

The Darkness: Darkness/Batman & Darkness/Superman 20Th Anniversary
Collection
Roger and Carolyn Perron purchased the home of their dreams and eventual nightmares in
December of 1970. The Arnold Estate, located just beyond the village of Harrisville, Rhode
Island seemed the idyllic setting in which to raise a family. The couple unwittingly moved their
five young daughters into the ancient and mysterious farmhouse. Secrets were kept and then
revealed within a space shared by mortal and immortal alike. Time suddenly became
irrelevant; fractured by spirits making their presence known then dispersing into the ether. The
house is a portal to the past and a passage to the future. This is a sacred story of spiritual
enlightenment, told some thirty years hence. The family is now somewhat less reticent to
divulge a closely-guarded experience. Their odyssey is chronicled by the eldest sibling and is
an unabridged account of a supernatural excursion. Ed and Lorraine Warren investigated this
haunting in a futile attempt to intervene on their behalf. They consider the Perron family saga
to be one of the most compelling and significant of a famously ghost-storied career as
paranormal researchers. During a seance gone horribly wrong, they unleashed an unholy
hostess; the spirit called Bathsheba; a God-forsaken soul. Perceiving herself to be the mistress
of the house, she did not appreciate the competition. Carolyn had long been under siege; overt
threats issued in the form of fire…a mother's greatest fear. It transformed the woman in
unimaginable ways. After nearly a decade the family left a once beloved home behind though it
will never leave them, as each remains haunted by a memory. This tale is an inspiring
testament to the resilience of the human spirit on a pathway of discovery: an eternal journey for
the living and the dead.
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The Darkness/Batman
In the near future, we map the elusive 'dark matter' around us, only to find out that it is hell
itself As the satanic President Razour attempts to bring forward Armageddon to prevent
humanity repenting, the fate of us all rests in the hands of Cleric20, a hedonistic loner with a
chequered past, and his robot sidekick, GiX.

The Complete Witchblade
Mafia Hitman Jackie Estacado was both blessed and cursed on his 21st birthday when he
inherited the power of The Darkness, an elemental force that allows those who weild it access
to an otherworldly dimension and control over the demons who dwell there. Forces for good in
the world rise up to oppose Jackie and what his gift represents, but in this story, they are the
bad guys! The sold-out origin story by Garth Ennis (Punisher, Preacher) and Marc Silvestri (XMen: Messiah Complex) is presented here as part of the brand-new, redesigned "Origins"
trade paperback line. This volume collects The Darkness Volume 1 #1-6, along with a cover
gallery and behind-the-scenes material.

The Complete Darkness, Volume 1
"The Darkness created by Garth Ennis, Marc Silvestri and David Wohl."

Tender Darkness: A Mary MacLane Sampler
Collects #1-40, Special Preview Edition, The Darkness 1/2, Tales of the Darkness 1/2-4, Tales
of the Darkness 2001 1/2, The Darkness: Wanted Dead, The Darkness/Witchblade 1/2 plus
bonus material! Note: This is a large file (almost 1GB), please make sure you have space on
your device! THE DARKNESS COMPENDIUM VOLUME 1 collects issue #1-#40 plus the
complete run of the TALES OF THE DARKNESS series collected into one volume. See how
The Darkness first manifested itself in bearer mafia hitman Jackie Estacado and made his
world even darker than before!

Legacy of Darkness: Volume 1
Loyalty. Desperation. Grief. Eight months ago a mysterious drug killed Tess Gordon's brother,
and now it's spreading through her rehab counseling clients. They all claim they're not
addicted, the drug leaves no trace except its drained victims, and the cops aren't interested.
Aching with loss, Tess vows to find the source. What she finds instead is Thomas. Slavery.
Duty. Enchantment. Thomas, the half-fae guardian of the goblin market, has plenty of
problems-and just got another one. Pressed into the service of the Unseelie Queen, all he
wants is his freedom. But Tess won't go away, and the human girl is in way over her head. One
perilous late-autumn night, the fae and human worlds collide. Tess's and Thomas's separate
tasks are inextricably tangled. Now, a half-fae and a human rehab counselor must walk the
knife-edge of obligation, love, death and transformation--with the entire Unseelie Court,
including the malevolent Wild Hunt, out for their blood. Welcome to Portland, After Dark

Elvira: Mistress Of The Dark Vol 1
The criminal underworld of New York City is a dark andbrutal place, but it's never seen horror
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likethis In the opening salvo of this best-sellingseries created by industry legends MARC SI

The Dark Verse, Vol. 1
The saga continues, celebrating the 25th Anniversary of Witchblade! In this second absolute
collection of the best-selling original series, New York cop Sara Pezzini falls further down the
supernatural rabbit hole of ancient artifacts, illuminati industrialists, and all manner of occult
outlaws. But while the mysterious power of the Witchblade has chosen Sara as its bearer,
she's less convinced of her qualifications. When an opportunity to surrender the gauntlet and
live a normal life presents itself, she just might take it! Plus, witness the birth of the shared Top
Cow Universe, as the Darkness makes its first crossover appearance. Collects WITCHBLADE
#20-36, TALES OF THE WITCHBLADE #4-8, WITCHBLADE INFINITY one-shot,
WITCHBLADE/DARKNESS #1, DARKNESS/WITCHBLADE #1, and DARKNESS #28.

Seeking Love
Jackie Estacado, a hitman for the Mafia, discovers on his twenty-first birthday that he can
control demons from another dimension.

The Darkness
A Light in Darkness, Volume 1, explores the people and cultures of the First Century Church,
with an emphasis on the cities of Ephesus and Smyrna. It also offers fascinating insights into
the apostle John's vision on the island of Patmos as described in the book of Revelation.
Against this historical backdrop of rich detail and exquisite photographs, you will discover: * a
vivid presentation of the apostle John's revelation of the exalted Christ. * Christ's messages to
the churches of Ephesus and Smyrna. * the critical significance of Christ's messages to His
Church then and now!

The Darkness
When Tynan Llywelyn awoke after a century of Sleep he found himself tethered to a war
between a global technological dictatorship and the rebel uprising it sought to crush. Tynan
realized quickly that his path in this new world was to be nothing less than extraordinary,
embroiled in a web of tragedy, betrayal, and blood. In the wake of the death of Lord Cardone III
and the system failure of the Chronous matrix, both humanity and vampire alike now struggle
to redefine themselves in societal darkness and twisted co-dependency of one another to
survive their common enemy, the Tyst Empire. Tynan himself is caught in a new political war of
his own. Emerging victorious from his final battle, the Immortals have appointed him to a place
of power amongst their ranks. However, Tynan's desire to return to his previous path as the
philosophical leader of the vampire race creates a moral and ethical divide within him, as well
as a deep concern for the women he loves. Amidst a seething, unstable world where
conspiracy and violence thrives in every shadow, Tynan must walk a perilous new path lest he
watch the world he just saved burn to ashes around him.

Dark Forces of Nature
With the highly anticipated The Darkness video game from 2K just around the corner, Top Cow
is releasing a collection of the best of The Darkness to bring fans of the video game into the
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fold. This video game collection reprints the essential "Coming of Age" origin story arc by Garth
Ennis and Marc Silvestri, which introduced the world to Jackie Estacado, the terrible power and
curse known as The Darkness as well as reprinting "Resurrection," the critically acclaimed
story arc by Paul Jenkins and Dale Keown. Also included in the volume is bonus material for
The Darkness video game. The volume includes first appearances by Top Cow favorites such
as The Angelus, The Brotherhood of the Darkness and more.

THE DARKNESS COMPENDIUM VOL. 1
A witch raised in a cage of darkness Savannah Cross was born into a life of isolation and
abuse. As a child, she witnessed her parents perform acts of malevolent evil, and now feels
permanently tainted by their dark deeds. When a coven discovers a tear stricken child,
wounded on their elders lawn, they offer her a sanctuary she has never known. Savannah
spends the next several years shattered, continuously looking over her shoulder, waiting for
the darkness to claim her. On her 16th birthday, Savannah's life takes a drastic turn. She is
consumed by overwhelming power that forever alters her emotionally and physically. She must
choose between two loves; the one who taught her to smile or the darkly seductive stranger
who tempts her towards another path. Savannah must decide between the coven that was her
haven and another one vying for her initiation. Just as Savannah begins to grasp what fate has
in store for her, an evil looms over her loved ones; coming to claim an unbreakable debt. How
will she survive the greatest evil she has ever witnessed long enough to have a choice to
make?

Twisted Dark
Celebrating the 25th anniversary of Image Comics and the 20th anniversary of THE
DARKNESS, this special volume collects THE DARKNESS ORIGINS (Issues one through six
and Preview), THE DARKNESS/BATMAN, and THE DARKNESS/SUPERMAN! This is a onetime printing in honor of the anniversaries, so donêt miss out!

The Complete Witchblade Vol. 1
There's nothing like going back to the beginning and reading it all over again! The Darkness
Compendium Volume 1 collects the first 40 issues of one of Top Cow Productions' flagship
books, plus the complete run of the Tales of The Darkness series collected into one trade
paperback. See how The Darkness first appeared and threw Jackie into the chaotic world of
the supernatural. Plus, get the first appearances of The Magdalena and more!

The Darkness
The Ghost and the Darkness Vol. 2 continues with Reaver and Elish desperately trying to find
Killian and Jade. Forced to work together, they scour the northern greywastes for clues of their
whereabouts. Though finding the two boys isn't as simple as following a trail. Something
happened to them that no one expected. And as Reaver and Elish search the greywastes they
both come to the grim realization that they have been betrayed.

Trueheart
Detective Brody Farmer has just had the case of his life fall into his lap. The suspect he was
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scheduled to deliver to prison was murdered the night before the transfer, and now it's his job
to track down a killer and put an end to one family's long history of crime. Before Brody can
blink, however, he's assigned to protect the man's widow, and soon both of them are dodging
bullets as they work to expose a tangle of murder, racketeering, illegal drugs, and possible
police corruption. Newly widowed Liz Pierce should be in mourning. Her marriage may not
have been ideal, but its sudden end has sent her reeling. She doesn't want to acknowledge her
attraction to Brody, but at first sight she is drawn to him. Their initial meeting doesn't go as
planned, but their first kiss sends her head spinning. Still, she can't get close to him—she has a
life and career to get back to, neither of which allows her to settle into a small-town life and
domestic bliss. She has to rethink her plans, however, when Brody becomes her protector, her
hero, and the love of her life. Will either of them survive the fallout of their actions, or will a
gunman's bullet and fate conspire to separate them—for good?

Perfect Dark
I am powerful. I am immortal. I can do anything. I am cursed. I am The Darkness. Fan favorite
artist, Marc Silvestri, teams up with award winning writer, Garth Ennis, to tell the tale of a dark
legacy fulfilled. On his 21st birthday, mafia hitman, Jackie Estacado inherits a weapon of vast
power-The Darkness. An other-worldly suit of armor that manifests demons to do his bidding.
Volume II - Sibling rivalry is taken to new level when the sister Jackie has always hated is
granted the power to destroy The Darkness.

The Darkness Compendium
"The perfect blend between Ray Bradbury and H.P. Lovecraft!" --Sheila Cosmic Horror and
gripping tales of mad science by sci-fi and fantasy author Tristan Vick. Dark Forces of Nature
tells ten original shorts of science fiction, mad-science, and cosmic horror. Critics are
comparing Dark Forces of Nature to Black Mirror and Stranger Things. Featuring five original
spine-tingling tales of sci-fi. The stories contained in Volume 1 include: 1. Solar Winds 2.
Professor A.I. 3. The Helix Foundation 4. Antarctic Chill 5. Space Dragons 6. Martian Flu 7. Ark
to Alpha Centauri 8. Biohackers 9. Europa Outpost 6 10. Gladiatrix

The Power of Darkness
The Darkness of White
"Patrice Michelle writing as P.T. Michelle"--Cover.

Cover of Darkness
Are you afraid of the dark?

The Darkness
An Angel in a Dark Place is a true story of emotional and sexual abuse, betrayal, and tragedy,
yet also of courage. As a child I had to learn how to cope with what was happening to me
(which involved many people) and as an adult I was determined to go back and rescue the
child. Together we moved through the hurt and anguish, pushed past blocks and fears, and
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released ourselves from a dark, perverse childhood which threaten to enchain us forever.

Eternal Vigilance 4
"THE AGE OF REASON" Jenny is losing her mind, Hope is becoming more corrupted by her
Darkness abilities, and an ancient, more powerful evil is about to return to the surface of our
world. What will it take for Jackie Estacado to reclaim the Darkness and put an end to the
madness that he helped create? Collects THE DARKNESS #112-116

The Darkness
The Darkness Ultimate Collection
The criminal underworld of New York City is a dark and brutal place, but it's never seen horror
like this In the opening salvo of this bestselling series, created by industry legends MARC
SILVESTRI and GARTH ENNIS, up-and-coming mobster Jackie Estacado discovers a
nightmarish new inheritanceÑthe supernatural power known only as the Darkness! Weighing
his conscience against the ability to mold the shadows to his will, Jackie finds himself dealing
with worse than the usual wiseguys: an ancient cult, an angelic archenemy, and the corrupting
consequences of the demonic entity empowering him. All this and more, gorgeously rendered
and painstakingly assembled in the first of a series of absolute collected editions Collects
DARKNESS #1-18, TALES OF THE DARKNESS #1-4 and 1/2, DARKNESS: PRELUDE #1,
WITCHBLADE #10, #18 and 19

The Darkness
“Mary MacLane comes off the page quivering with life. She is before her time Moving.” London Times With her first book - written in 1901, at age nineteen - she was hailed as a
marvel by the likes of H.L. Mencken, Clarence Darrow, and Harriet Monroe. She went on to
become a pioneering newswoman, gambler extraordinaire, bon vivant, and a star of the silent
screen. She influenced Gertrude Stein, inspired F. Scott Fitzgerald, was puzzled over by Mark
Twain, and upon her death in 1929 was eulogized as “an errant daughter of literature the first
of the self-expressionists, and also the first of the Flappers,” as the creator of “that revolution
in manners, that transvaluation of values in the female code of behavior known as the Roaring
Twenties.” In this authoritative critical edition, the best of Mary MacLane returns to print. With
the complete text of her striking first book (with all expurgated passages restored), a selection
of her colorful newspaper feature articles, a full-length 1902 interview with the enigmatic
author, detailed notes and bibliography, Tender Darkness: A Mary MacLane Sampler
reacquaints the reading public with a literary genius who took on the establishment - and won.
“Mary MacLane’s first book was the first of the confessional diaries ever written in this nation,
and it was a sensation.” - N.Y. Times editoral “Anyone who reads her will never forget her
voice.” - Biographile “She reminds us of the power of personal narrative, honestly told.” - The
Atlantic “In a pre-soundbite age she already knew how to draw blood in one direct sentence.” The Awl “She had a short but fiery life of writing and misadventure, and her writing was a
template for the confessional memoirs that have become ubiquitous.” - The New Yorker “One
of the most fascinatingly self-involved personalities of the 20th century.” - The Age “A girl
wonder.” - Harper’s “Confessional journalists have people like Mary MacLane to thank.” Flavorwire “Her diaries ignited a national uproar, ushering in a new era for women’s voices.
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Her elegant, ambitious embrace of full-disclosure opened a door to what was possible for
women.” - The Atlantic “Fiery frankness made her a pioneer.” - Time Out Chicago “Her poetry
is one of extremes: lust for happiness, despair for life.” - Hairy Dog Review “Riveting.” - N.H.
Public Radio “I Await the Devil’s Coming is a small masterpiece, full of camp and swagger.” Parul Sehgal, NPR “Pioneering newswoman, later silent-screen star, considered the veritable
spirit of the iconoclastic Twenties.” - Boston Globe “A pioneering feminist - a sensation.” Feminist Bookstore News “First of the self-expressionists, and the first of the Flappers.” Chicagoan Check marymaclane.com for exclusive content, news, and previews.

Pavor Nocturnus
??? "An urban fantasy combination of Sailor Moon and Slayers." - blogger ??? Cute gals can't
seem to have nice things, right? All I want is to live a happy, normal life and not be stuck with
the curse I was born with. Suddenly, a talking cat shows up out of nowhere and claims I'm the
chosen Mistress. The reason? To save the world from evil. My name is Glen, and I don't
approve of this nasty fate. I'm gonna party until I drop.

Brightest Kind of Darkness
Here be monsters of the human variety--evil is, after all, a human construct, is it not? Inside
these pages you'll find the mayhem of the human mind, from the thought-form of a vile
murderer brought to life by imaginative teenagers, to a new god who accepts his sacrifices on
the filthy city streets, to a vast wasteland that feasts on flesh and drinks blood with relish. From
a mind that, like so many, can't help but wander to the possibility of darkness, to a penpal who
turns out to be no 'pal' at all. All of this and more, brought to you by the fine authors of Pavor
Nocturnus, the ones who might understand night terrors better than most. The ones who close
their eyes and see the horrors within.

The Complete Witchblade, Volume 2
Strange and terrifying events await in this literary and speculative horror collection featuring
new takes on many of the horror classics. Werewolves and other numinous agents await in this
fast-paced horror story collection.

The Beckoning Darkness
A Light in Darkness
The Mistress of the Dark has become unstuck in time! Elvira crashes Mary Shelley’s monster
weekend, beginning an epic journey through horror history, stalked by the most terrifying
nightmare to ever walk the Earth. (No spoilers!) Writer David Avallone (Bettie Page, Doc
Savage, Twilight Zone) and Dave Acosta (Doc Savage) bring you the thrills, chills and doubleentendres in the first chapter of this four-issue miniseries! Played by actress-writer Cassandra
Peterson, Elvira, Mistress of the Dark has carved out a niche in popular American culture that
is sure to endure for decades to come. Elvira's reign as 'Queen of Halloween' has now
spanned thirty-five years and includes two nationally syndicated television series, two feature
films (Elvira, Mistress of the Dark and Elvira’s Haunted Hills), an IMAX movie and two motion
control rides. She has appeared in National ad campaigns for Pepsi and Coors, recorded five
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music CDs, written four books and licensed over Four Hundred products including pinball
machines, action figures, guitars, three comic book series, a beer, wine, soda pop, perfume,
slot machines and the best-selling female costume of all time.
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